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ABSTRACT
Objective: Caregiving has been described in the literature as a risk factor for ill health in the
carer. This controlled, prospective study examines the course of physical and mental health
problems in parents of adolescent survivors of a mass burn incident.
Methods: Health information was extracted from electronic medical records. Continuous data
were available for 1 year before and 4 years after the fire. Cohorts comprised 273 parents of
survivors with burns, 199 parents of survivors without burns, and 1756 controls. Post-fire
increases in health problems were compared by means of logistic regression.
Results: Parents of burn victims were more likely to present mental health problems during
the first 2 years after the incident, when compared to the baseline. Moreover, they were more
likely to present cardiovascular health problems in every year following the disaster, compared
to the baseline. Increases observed in mental and cardiovascular health problems were
significantly larger in parents of burn victims compared to controls. Risk factors for presenting
mental health problems were female gender of the parent and a large burn size in the child.
Lower socioeconomic status and female gender of the parent predicted cardiovascular health
problems.
Conclusion: Evidence gained in longitudinal studies informs on which health problems are
most likely to develop in parental caregivers. In the interest of both parent and child, a familyoriented approach is proposed.
INTRODUCTION
The literature on pediatric chronic illness supports the idea that caring for a medically fragile child or
adolescent has implications for the health of parents [1]. There are various examples of empirical
investigations on the impact of childhood illness on the family, encompassing conditions such as cerebral
palsy [2] and [3], physical disabilities [4] and [5], or sickle cell disease [6]. A large body of research is
available on parents of children with cancer. This literature indicates that distress reactions such as anxiety
or depression are common in affected parents [7].
Although several studies on the mental health of parental caregivers exist, there has been little
investigation of physical health outcomes [8] and [9]. There is a long tradition of studying physical health
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outcomes in elderly caregivers (e.g., Refs. [10] and [11]), but less is known on middle-aged parents who are
caregivers of their children.
The current study deals with mental and physical health outcomes of parents of children with burns. As in
other families with chronically ill children, the burden of care generally falls upon parents who attempt to
balance the burn victim's health care needs with those of other family members and work commitments
[12]. Follow-up care can be very time-consuming and painful for the patient. Procedures may include daily
baths, dressing changes, exercises, and wearing of splints and pressure garments [13]. Next to the
caretaking role, parents must also resume family roles such as spouse, parent of the patient’s siblings,
housekeeper, cook, and many others. A look into the literature shows that studies on parents of burn victims
are generally scarce. As in the research on other childhood diseases, mental health problems in parents (i.e.,
depression, anxiety, posttraumatic stress symptoms) are more often the subject of investigation, when
compared to physical health problems. With regard to mental health problems, the conclusions drawn in the
literature are inconsistent. While most studies on parents of burn patients report adverse mental health
outcomes [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20] and [21], some do not demonstrate adverse effects [12] and
[22]. Regarding physical health problems, to our knowledge, there exists only one publication examining
physical health consequences in family members of burn patients. It demonstrated that immune function in
spouses and parents of burn patients was suppressed 72 h after the admission of the burn patient and
improved 2–5 weeks later, thus only indicating short-term effects [14]. Besides the lack of physical
outcome measures, there are also some methodological concerns regarding the existing research on parents
of burn victims. Samples are often small, drawn from specialty centers, and it is unclear whether parents
who cope well are appropriately represented among the respondents. Finally, most studies are crosssectional in design and lack preburn assessments, rendering causal inferences difficult.
The current population-based, prospective study tries to tackle some of these shortcomings. It aims at
examining both physical and mental health outcomes in parents of adolescent burn victims, using data
extracted from electronic medical records. The adolescents themselves were injured in a fire, which
occurred in an overcrowded pub in Volendam, the Netherlands, on January 1, 2001. The fire broke out
around midnight as hundreds of young revelers were toasting the New Year. As a result, 14 young people
lost their lives, and about 240 were injured [23].
The purpose of the present study is to study physical and mental health outcomes in the parents of these
adolescents during a period of 4 years after the incident. Their outcomes are compared to those of other
parents, using pre- and postevent data. In addition, gender, size of burn, socioeconomic characteristics of
the family, and the number of children in the family who have been involved in the burn incident will be
investigated as risk factors. Gender is of special interest since women traditionally have a caretaking role
and often attempt to balance family members' needs. For this reason, women are assumed to be more
vulnerable to stress within the family than men [24]. Female gender as a risk factor has not been examined
extensively, however, which is due to the fact that fathers are largely underrepresented in the existing
research on parents of burn victims. The inclusion of socioeconomic characteristics seems logical as well,
since lower socioeconomic status in general is associated with more ill health than higher socioeconomic
status [25]. In addition, it is expected that effects in parents of children with burns will vary with the size of
the burn. The total burned surface area of the child can be considered to be one of the most important injury
characteristics, and it is directly related to the rehabilitation efforts a child and his family have to undergo.
Specifically, the hypotheses of the study can be stated as follows:
1. During follow-up, the proportion of parents presenting with mental and physical health problems
significantly increases in parents of adolescents with burns compared to the prefire baseline.
2. The largest postfire increases are seen in parents of adolescents with burns, followed by parents of
adolescents who have survived the fire without burns, and increases are smallest in controls.
3. The peak period of mental and physical health effects is observed during the first year after the fire. The
share of parents presenting with mental health problems is expected to decline in the course of the years as
adaptation occurs over time.
4. Parental mental and physical health problems vary according to the size of the burn of the child and
parental socioeconomic status.
5. Mothers of adolescents with burns demonstrate larger increases in mental health and physical health
problems than fathers of adolescents with burns.
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METHOD
Setting
Volendam is a former fishing town located 20 miles north of Amsterdam and has about 20,000
inhabitants. The community is close-knit, and mobility is low. The population is served by four family
practices. In the Netherlands, family practitioners (FPs) have a key position as gatekeepers to specialist
care, which is only accessible after referral by a FP. Accordingly, most contacts between the public at large
and the health care system take place in family practice ( 90%). Dutch FPs have fixed patient lists, and
patients are registered with one FP only [26]. Basically, there are no financial barriers for patients to FP
care. Until 2006, two types of health insurance existed in the Netherlands, public and private insurance.
Patients with an annual income below a specific level were insured through public insurance; above this
level, patients were privately insured ( 40% of the population). Insurance type can thus be used as an
indicator for the socioeconomic status of the patient. The use of electronic registrations is well established
in Dutch family practice. In our study, all FPs classified their patients' health problems according to the
International Classification of Primary Care (ICPC), an internationally endorsed classification system
which is compatible with the International Statistical Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision [27] and
[28]. It is divided into several chapters, each dealing with one organ system (e.g., cardiovascular,
musculoskeletal, gastrointestinal).
Data protection
The data for the current study were extracted from the electronic registrations of FPs in an automated way.
In the current study, the privacy of patients was protected by making use of patient identification numbers.
The extracted data did not contain names or addresses, and individuals could not be personally identified.
Patients were invited to object against the use of their data, but no one disagreed. The data collection
procedure was approved by the Dutch Data Protection Authority, which supervises the compliance with
acts that regulate the use of personal data.
Sampling of cohorts
As a first step, it was necessary to identify those adolescents who had been present in the bar. According
to official estimates, about 350 people were in the building at the time of the fire. The four FP practices
were able to identify a total of 335 persons in their registrations (14 deceased adolescents and 321
survivors, with and without physical injuries). Thirty-five of the surviving victims were excluded from the
study since they belonged to a practice which was not yet fully computerized. The characteristics of
survivors enrolled in the nonparticipating practice (n=35) were compared with those of survivors enrolled
with the participating practices (n=286). Survivors included in the final study sample did not significantly
differ from nonparticipants with respect to burn size, number of days in hospital, gender, age, or insurance
status. Victims with burn injuries had a mean total burn surface area of 14.9% (S.D.=17.1; range, 76%;
median, 8%) and spent, on average, 34.2 days in hospital during the first 12 months after the disaster
(S.D.=59.3; range, 365 days; median, 13.5 days). Victims with burns (n=162) had a mean age of 16.9 years
(S.D.=2.1); victims without burns (n=124) were 17.8 years on average (S.D.=2.9).
As a second step, we identified all cohabiting parents of the victims with the help of the electronic patient
registration (n=499). Twenty-seven of these parents were excluded because they had lost a child due to the
fire—an experience different from the one we aimed to examine—resulting in a sample of 472 parents (273
parents of burn victims and 199 parents of unburned victims). These 472 parents were distributed among
249 family units. In 28 out of the 249 affected family units included, more than one child had been present
during the fire.
As a third step, we selected all parents from the three participating family practices with children aged 14–
20 years who had not been trapped in the fire. These parents are referred to as “community controls”
(n=1756, distributed among 952 family units).
Assessment of health problems
The assessment of health problems was based on the electronic patient records of FPs. Mental health
problems were defined as problems belonging to the ICPC chapters “psychological” and “social.” In
addition, physical health problems, as summarized in the ICPC chapters “cardiovascular,”
“musculoskeletal,” “respiratory,” “gastrointestinal,” and “dermatological,” were analyzed since they
capture the most important areas of morbidity. If a patient presented a health problem at least once in a
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given period, the value of the outcome variable was one. Parents who did not contact the FP for the health
problem in question in a given period received a count of zero.
Five different time periods were distinguished: the 12-month period prior to the fire (year 2000), 0–12
months post fire (year 2001), 12–24 months post fire (year 2002), 25–36 months post fire (year 2003), and
37–48 months post fire (year 2004).
Analyses
For the analysis of health problems, logistic regression was used. In the current study, repeated
measurements are nested within persons, and persons are nested within couples. In order to account for this
dependency of observations, a multilevel modeling approach was chosen [29], based on the MLwiN
software package (available at www.cmm.bristol.ac.uk).
The outcome measure in the regression analysis was the presence or absence of a health problem
(cardiovascular, musculoskeletal, gastrointestinal, dermatological, respiratory, or mental; coded 1 if present
and 0 if absent). The predictors were introduced into the models as follows. The three parent groups
(parents of children with burns, parents of children without burns, and controls) were modeled by one
dummy each (model without intercept). Interaction terms of group and time (group*year 2001, group*year
2002, group*year 2003, and group*year 2004) were used for modeling the deviation from the year pre fire.
All regression model were adjusted for the influence of covariates (age, gender, family practice, and
insurance type), which had been centered around their means before introducing them into the equation.
Table 3 reports the results of 6 regression analyses (one for each health problem). These analyses provide
two types of information. First, they provide information on within-group comparisons. Second, they
inform on between-group comparisons. In Table 3, significant within-group comparisons are printed in bold
[presented as odds ratios (ORs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs)]. An OR above 1 indicates that, within
the group, the likelihood for presenting the health problem was higher than in the year pre fire (the year
2000). An OR below 1 indicates that, within the group, the likelihood for presenting the health problems
was lower than in the year pre fire. Between-group comparisons were based on the calculation of contrasts.
These contrasts test whether the postfire increase (or decrease) observed in one group is statistically
different form the postfire increase (or decrease) seen in another group. If contrasts yielded significant
results (alpha=.05), they were marked with indices (a,b,c; see legend of Table 3).
Table 4 and Table 5 provide the results of two additional regression analyses for which only the data of
the parents of children with burns were used. These models examine the influence of risk factors for
cardiovascular and mental health problems in parents of burned children. The outcome measure in the
analysis reported in Table 4 is mental health problems during the first two years after the fire (if mental
health problems were present during at least 1 of the 2 years, the value of the outcome variable was 1; if
absent, it was 0). The outcome measure in the analysis presented in Table 5 is cardiovascular problems
during the 4 years post fire (if cardiovascular health problems were present during at least 1 of the 4 years,
the value of the outcome variable was 1; if absent, it was 0). The decision to consider time windows
different from the previous analysis was based on the findings reported in Table 3 (cardiovascular effects
were observed in every year post disaster, while mental health effects were reported during the first 2 years
post disaster).
RESULTS
Statistical group comparisons (analysis of variance for continuous variables and chi-square tests for
categorical variables) did not yield statistically significant differences between parents of burned children
(n=273), parents of unburned children (n=199), and community controls (n=1756) with regard to gender
and insurance type (Table 1). Parents of burned children (mean age 45.7, S.D. 4.2) were significantly older
than parents of unburned children (mean age 46.7, S.D. 5.0).
[TABLE 1]
Table 2 provides the number and percentage of parents with mental, musculoskeletal, respiratory,
gastrointestinal, and dermatological health problems. Considering mental health problems, parents of
victims with burns showed larger increases from the prefire baseline than parents of victims without burns,
with the increase being the strongest in the first year following the fire, the year 2001. Furthermore,
cardiovascular health problems had increased in all three cohorts in the course of the 4-year follow-up
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period. Although there were differences at baseline between groups, the strongest deviations from the
baseline were seen in parents of victims with burns, followed by parents of victims without burns.
[TABLE 2]
Table 3 presents the results of the multivariate analyses. The provided ORs indicate whether the likelihood
for presenting a health problem has increased or decreased during the year in question. The confidence
intervals indicate whether the finding is statistically significant or not (significant ORs are printed in bold).
In parents of children with burns, significant postfire increases were mainly observed in two areas,
cardiovascular and mental health.
[TABLE 3]
In the years 2001 (OR, 2.67; 95% CI, 1.61–4.44), 2002 (OR, 4.87; 95% CI, 2.96–8.00), 2003 (OR, 5.47;
95% CI, 3.33–8.97) and 2004 (OR, 4.20; 95% CI, 2.55–6.92), the likelihood for presenting a cardiovascular
health problem was significantly increased in parents of children with burns, when compared to the year pre
fire. Significant postfire increases in cardiovascular health problems were also observed in parents of
victims without burns and in controls. Between-group comparisons demonstrated that the postfire increase
of cardiovascular health problems observed in parents of burn victims was significantly larger than in
parents of unburned victims during the year 2002 and 2003. In 2002, for example, the OR for parents of
victims with burns was 4.87 (95% CI, 2.96–8.00). In parents of victims without burns, it was 2.08 (95% CI,
1.23–3.51). These two ORs differ significantly from each other (Table 3, marked by a), meaning that the
postfire increase in cardiovascular problems observed in parents of burn victims was significantly larger
than in parents of victims without burns.
With regard to mental health problems, the analysis showed that after the fire, parents of burn victims
were more likely to present mental problems during the year 2001 (OR, 5.87; 95% CI, 3.73–9.24) and 2002
(OR, 2.86; 95% CI, 1.80–4.55; Table 3). When compared to community controls, parents of burn victims
demonstrated larger postfire increases in mental health problems in every year of the 4-year follow-up
period (marked by c). When compared to parents of victims without burns, parents of burn victims
demonstrated larger postfire increases in mental health problems in 2001, 2002, and 2004, but not in 2003
(marked by a).
Since most changes have been observed in the mental and cardiovascular health domains, additionally,
predictors for these problems in parents of burn victims were examined (Table 4 and Table 5). As already
demonstrated in the previous analyses, the proportion of parents of children with burns who presented with
mental health problems had significantly increased compared to the prefire baseline (OR, 4.82; 95% CI,
2.09–11.10; Table 4). Also, the proportion was lower in parents who were enrolled with practice 1
compared to the reference (practice 3) (OR, 0.13; 95% CI, 0.03–0.58). As the interaction terms
demonstrate, the postfire increase in mothers was much stronger than the postfire increase in fathers (OR
9.87; 95% CI 3.93–24.84). Finally, the total burn surface area of the child significantly predicted if parents
presented a mental health problem or not (OR, 1.05; 95% CI, 1.02–1.08). In other words, the larger the
burn, the higher the likelihood of parents presenting a mental health problem during the first 2 years post
fire.
[TABLE 4]
[TABLE 5]
In order to make sure that these associations between gender and mental health problems are specific to
parents of burn victims, additional analyses were performed for the cohort of community controls (not in
table). In this group, independent of the time of measurement, women were also more likely to present with
mental health problems (OR, 2.03; 95% CI, 1.47–2.81; not in table). In contrast to parents of burn victims,
the interaction term (post fire*female gender) indicated that the postfire increase was larger in male controls
than in female controls (OR, 0.67; 95% CI, 0.45–1.00; not in table) and not vice versa, as it was the case in
parents of burn victims. The analysis also demonstrated the same practice effect as in the analysis of parents
of children with burns (OR, 0.43; 95% CI, 0.32–0.59; not in table).
Finally, the likelihood of presenting with a cardiovascular health problem during the 4 years of follow-up
was investigated in parents of burn victims (Table 5). Here, we also observed a significant postfire increase
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in cardiovascular health problems (OR, 118.27; 95% CI, 50.28–278.20). The effect is large in size since the
prefire period is only 1 year compared to the postfire period examined here, which is 4 years (the longer the
observation period, the higher the likelihood of presenting with the problem). There were no significant
differences regarding gender, insurance type, age, or practice in this analysis. Two interaction terms were
significant, however. First, mothers of burned children were more likely to present with a cardiovascular
problem than fathers (OR, 6.35; 95% CI, 2.09–19.28). Second, public health insurance significantly
predicted the likelihood of presenting such a problem during follow-up (OR, 9.43; 95% CI, 2.93–30.37).
Since in this study insurance type is determined by family income, it can be concluded that parents of
children with burns from a lower socioeconomic background were more vulnerable than parents of children
with burns from a higher socioeconomic background.
As in mental health problems, the control group was examined in an additional analysis (not in table). The
interaction terms, which indicate that an increase is significantly larger in one group when compared to the
reference group, demonstrated that female controls and controls with public insurance were not more likely
to present with cardiovascular problems during the postfire period when compared to male controls or
controls with private insurance [post fire*female gender (OR, 1.11; 95% CI, 0.79–1.57) and post
fire*public health insurance (OR, 0.90; 95% CI, 0.63–1.27), respectively; not in table].
DISCUSSION
This study shows that the health of parents of adolescents with burns differed from the health of other
parents in two main areas: cardiovascular and mental health problems. Whereas mental health problems
were most pressing during the first and second year after burn injuries had been inflicted, cardiovascular
health problems appeared to be at elevated levels in later years. As expected, the largest increases were
observed in parents of victims with burns, followed by parents of victims without burns, and controls.
Despite the fact that we examined several physical health outcomes, no substantial effects on health
problems in the gastrointestinal, respiratory, musculoskeletal, or dermatological domains were found.
Although evidence linking cardiovascular disease and exposure to psychological trauma is strong and has
been found consistently across different populations and stressful events [30], it is difficult to determine
why the physical effects mainly emerge in the cardiovascular domain. Cardiovascular diseases develop as a
result of a number of risk factors, such as smoking, excessive drinking, high blood pressure and cholesterol,
obesity, lack of physical activity, and an unhealthy diet. It has been suggested that behaviors such as
smoking and alcohol and drug use can operate as coping strategies, which help to reduce feelings of stress
in the short term but damage health in the long term [31]. Healthy lifestyles may thus deteriorate as a
consequence of life stress and, in turn, increase the cardiovascular disease risk.
In addition, the physiological stress response in humans includes an increase in force to the vessel wall,
with blood pressure peaks, vasoconstriction, and exaggerated coagulation activation [32] and [33]. In this
case, wear and tear to the cardiovascular system may occur. The concept of “allostatic load” has been
coined to describe the cumulative physiological toll exacted on the body over time by efforts to adapt to life
experiences [34]. High allostatic load has been associated with declines in physical functioning and with an
increased risk for cardiovascular disease [35] and [36]. In addition, there is an abundant literature to
demonstrate that the risk of coronary artery disease is elevated in subjects with depression, anxiety,
exhaustion, worry, anger, or hostility—a range of emotions one would also expect in the parents included in
this study [37], [38], [39] and [40]. To possibly corroborate the psychosocial mediators, which link the
experience of parenting a child with burns to adverse health outcomes, more research is warranted,
however.
Another point of interest concerned the question as to which factors are related to mental and
cardiovascular health problems in parents of burn victims. Female gender and a high burn surface area of
the child predicted mental health problems in parents of burn patients, whereas cardiovascular health
problems were associated with parental public health insurance and female gender, but not with the burn
size of the child. The gender effect for mental and cardiovascular health problems observed in the current
study is in line with previous findings [41]. Traditionally, women have been assigned the role of caregiver,
a role that may lead to increased stress levels. Norris et al. [42] noted in their review of disaster studies that
being a parent, especially a mother, was associated with higher distress. In addition, in the Netherlands,
public health insurance is indicative for lower incomes. Lower socioeconomic status, in turn, is generally
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considered a risk factor for ill health, and this association has also been reported for cardiovascular health
[25] and [43].
Strengths, weaknesses, and limitations
Our study has several strengths. First of all, physical health effects are generally under-researched
outcomes when it comes to caregivers of medically fragile children. In addition, so far, no studies existed
on the physical health of parents of children with burns. The present study has therefore made a
contribution to a knowledge base, which is still rather small. Furthermore, from a methodological point of
view, the design of the study was strong. We prospectively examined changes in health problems within
groups (changes over time) and changes in health problems between different groups of parents. The
observation period was 4 years, and baseline data were available for 1 year pre event. The estimates of
health problems are reliable since all health problems were physician-verified and are not biased by selfreport. Also, the study is population-based. Since the research was based on preexisting electronic
registries, selection and recall bias are ruled out. This is an important advantage, since many samples
included in previous research were drawn from specialty centers and tend to exclude those parents who are
well in spite of the burn incident. Also, fathers are often underrepresented in comparable studies—a
problem not present in the current research. It can thus be assumed that these findings are generally
representative of parents of adolescents with burns.
In spite of these strengths, the study has some weaknesses and limitations. First, we were not able to
measure other variables, which also might negatively affect health. Examples are unhealthy lifestyles and
other negative life-events. Second, it should be noted that some parents included in the cohort of
community controls may have been indirectly affected by the fire as they could belong to the extended
families of the victims. This would lead to an underestimation of the differences found between groups,
however, and not to an overestimation of effects. Third, as already mentioned, the study was based on
electronic medical records, and mediating psychological variables were not assessed. These variables would
help to shed more light on the underlying processes that lead to adverse physical health outcomes. Fourth,
not every parent who experiences emotional problems may also seek help from a FP. Our study therefore
predominantly assesses physician utilization for mental health and not the actual prevalence of these
problems. Finally, while a broad range of health outcomes was assessed simultaneously in this chapter,
health problems have not yet been considered at a more fine-grained level. Other study results, for example,
indicate that hypertension may be the most important disorder which contributes to the decrements in
cardiovascular health found here at a more general level [44].
In conclusion, some practical implications should be noted. First, it is important to meet parental mental
health needs and to guarantee appropriate monitoring of health in general and cardiovascular problems in
particular. Second, it should not be forgotten that from a system's point of view, parents and children are
interrelated [45] and [46] and that the well-being of the parent may also affect the outcomes of the child.
Interestingly, in most studies of pediatric burn survivors, burn severity did not predict psychosocial
adjustment of the child, but good family relationships did [47]. In the interest of both the child and the
parents, interventions should thus be directed at the family as a system.
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